InfoVeg - Bug #2600
ID number on the specimen & images pages needs revision
10/27/2006 03:46 PM - Michael Lee

Status:

Closed

Start date:

10/27/2006

Priority:

Immediate

Due date:

Assignee:

Xianhua Liu

% Done:

0%

Category:

atlas

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Unspecified

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Bugzilla-Id:

2600

Description
ID # given for specimens on the Images page appears to be an internal database number. Probably want accession number here.
The date format is also unclear.
RKP:
Yup, some errors exist here. We should report not the internal number but the collection accession number and the correct date. As
per my other document, we should report not only the collection number, but also the museum the collect resides in (eg NCU,
NCSC).
History
#1 - 10/27/2006 04:11 PM - Michael Lee
contributed by Lisa Giencke & Stephen Seiberling
Comments by Bob Peet followed by RKP:
#2 - 10/29/2006 12:30 PM - Xianhua Liu
Fixed
#3 - 11/05/2006 09:41 PM - Robert Peet
The problems seem to remain, particular with respect to images.
I will use examples based on Carya myristiciformis
1) With respect to the specimen tab: The ID number is correct, but should include the Museum id as well. For example, the ID for the 24th specimen
reads [555089], whereas is should read [NCU-555089]. This is important as we are starting to include specimens from other collections (now only
NCSC) in the database, identified by the series variable.
2) With respect to the images tab: The ID shown is still a meaningless internal number. For example, the second image shows an ID of 23166,
whereas it should show an ID of NCU-555089 so as to map to the proper specimen.
#4 - 11/12/2006 01:30 PM - Xianhua Liu
changed id of images to the accession number. Need more information from Lisa about which field contains herbarium names to add herbarium
names preceeding the number id.
#5 - 11/18/2006 10:13 AM - Xianhua Liu
fixed. see bug #2615
#6 - 11/25/2006 07:29 AM - Robert Peet
Fixed
#7 - 03/27/2013 02:20 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 2600
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